Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?
English Regents

Click the appropriate dollar amount at right to proceed to the question.
Phone A Friend

“OK Contestant…Please select a friend to help you with this one. You have thirty seconds to discuss your options…”

Return to the Question
“Audience, we need your help on this one… in a moment, we’ll ask you to indicate, by show of hands, your choice for the correct answer…”
Fifty - Fifty

You’ve asked that two of the wrong answers be eliminated, leaving you with one wrong answer plus the correct one.

50/50

Return to the Question
Correct!

Proceed to Next Question
Sorry, That’s Incorrect

Return to the Question
According to the text, two important considerations for any voting system are:

- Speed and accuracy
- Simplicity and efficiency
- Convenience and cost
- Honesty and Privacy
The “truth serum” (line 12) in touch-screen voting systems is provided by:

A. Paper records
B. Fingerprint identities
C. Voter signatures
D. Curtained booths
According to the text, one result of “The Mercuri scheme” (line 22) has been an increase in
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A Candidate debate

B Voter participation

C Legislative action

D Voter education
The “frog” (line 37) voting system takes advantage of:

- **A**: Easy text manipulation
- **B**: Environmentally safe components
- **C**: Inexpensive memory capacity
- **D**: Quick voter recognition
David Chaum incorporated “stripes” (line 67) into his voting system both to assure that the vote has been counted and to

A  Enhance screen visibility

B  Protect voter identity

C  Facilitate manual use

D  Speed vote tallies
According to the text, one hindrance to the development of Internet voting is
The primary focus of the graphic is that voting

A: Began in America
B: Was seldom successful
C: Has a long history
D: Is now widely practiced
According to the graphic, the word “ballot” originally referred to a
According to the graphic, one of the most reliable voting methods utilizes

A  Mechanical booths
B  Electronic voting
C  Punch cards
D  Optical scans
According to the graphic, lever machines present difficulties in verification, transportation, storage, and confidentiality.